POWERbot R9250 (SR2AJ9250WW)
Powerful Robot Vacuum

Features
- Powerful Robotic Cleaning on Carpets and Hard Floors
- Wi-Fi Connectivity
- Visionary Mapping™ Plus and FullView™ Sensor
- CycloneForce™
- Point Cleaning™
- Easy Pass Wheels™
- Combo Brush
- Multi-Surface Cleaning
- Schedule
- Easy-to-Clean, Large-Capacity Dust Canister
- Washable Filter
- Auto Docking
- Cliff Sensor
- Touch Button Control
- Remote Control
- LED Display
- 0.7-Liter Dustbin Capacity
- 12.2" Cleaning Path
- Combo Brush
- Cleaning Modes: Auto, Manual, Max, Spot, Dust Sensor, Schedule
- Quiet Mode
- 30W Suction (3 Settings)
- 32cm/sec Cleaning Speed
- Cleaning Time: Max – 30 min, Normal – 60 min, Quiet – 90 min
- 160 Minute Recharging Time
- Li-ion Battery
- 10 Year Motor Warranty

Available Color:
- Airborne Copper

Accessories
- Extra Filter
- Cleaning Tool
- Magnetic Tape
- AAA Batteries (for Remote)

Signature Features

POWERFUL ROBOTIC SUCTION
- Powerful suction delivers optimal cleaning results.

WI-FI CONNECTIVITY
- Remotely control your robot vacuum with your smartphone.

VISIONARY MAPPING™ PLUS AND FULLVIEW™ SENSOR
- Creates optimal cleaning path and avoids obstacles.

50X MORE POWERFUL SUCTION than the leading robot vacuum brand

1 Suction power tested on Samsung POWERbot in comparison with the top selling vacuum by the leading robot vacuum brand according to NPD, 2015.
2 Than our previous model.
POWERbot R9250 (SR2AJ9250WW)
Powerful Robot Vacuum

Features
Powerful Suction – 50x more suction power than the leading robot vacuum brand.¹

Wi-Fi Connectivity – Remotely control your robot vacuum with your smartphone.

Visionary Mapping™ Plus and FullView™ Sensor – Creates optimal cleaning path and avoids obstacles.

CycloneForce™ Separations System – More consistent power with less clogging.²

Point Cleaning™ – Simply point for on-demand vacuum cleaning.

Easy Pass Wheels™ – Large wheels move smoothly over obstacles.

Combo Brush – Picks up pet hair with less tangles.

Schedule – Program cleaning time.

Easy-to-Clean, Large-Capacity Dust Canister – 0.7-Liter capacity reduces the frequency of emptying dustbin.

Washable Filter – Easy and cost-effective maintenance.

Multi-Surface Cleaning – Cleans all floor surfaces (carpet, hardwood, tile).

Wide Motorized Brush – With a 12.2” cleaning path, covers a wide area with every pass for efficient cleaning.

Cleaning Modes – Auto, Manual, Max, Spot, Dust Sensor, Schedule and Silent, so you can select a program or schedule to fit your needs.

3 Power Settings: Max – 30 min, Normal – 60 min, Quiet – 90 min.

Remote Control – Easily controls all functions without touching the POWERbot.

Cliff Sensor – Prevents POWERbot from falling down the stairs.

Auto Docking – Ensures the vacuum is charged (160-minute recharging time).

LED Display – Makes it easy to view settings.

Touch Button Control – Three buttons operated by soft touch.

30W Suction – Powerful and reliable BLDC motor.

Li-ion Battery – Provides long battery life and consistent power.

Sound level – 78 dBA.

Cleaning Speed – Moves at 12.6 inches per second (32cm/sec).

¹ Suction power tested on Samsung POWERbot in comparison with the top selling vacuum by the leading robot vacuum brand according to NPD, 2015.
² Than our previous model.

Warranty
10-Year Motor Warranty

Product Dimensions & Weight (WxHxD)
Dimensions: 14 15/16” x 5 5/16” x 14 5/16”
Weight: 10.5 lbs

Shipping Dimensions & Weight (WxHxD)
Dimensions: 18 3/4” x 7 1/4” x 20 15/16”
Weight: 16.5 lbs

Color   Model Code   UPC Code
Airborne Copper   VR2AJ9250WW/AA   887276184364